A new theoretical approach towards mechanisms of spatial processing and their investigation is described. It is based on the latest neurobiological data and the results obtained from our computational model studies. We show: (i) phase (time) coding mechanism for signal sequences in the oscillatory networks with even cyclic inhibition (ECI-networks); (ii) that every complicated signal may be represented as an ordered sequence of events (episodes) in the microtemporal scale; (iii) that sharp-wave-ripple is similar, SWR the coded temporary sequences of signals of an episode cause direct or return losses of an episode of a spatial trajectory, depending on the last time interval in an episode; (iv) the received analog of this phenomenon is a neurodynamic correlate (decision-making) of the current choice of the a spatial trajectory direction.
Introduction
In field conditions, animals' adaptive behavior requires processing of complex spatiotemporal patterns in a wide range of time scales and their integration into entire coherent representations. It means that in sensory systems neuron responses must reflect the dynamic nature of such signals. Context dependent evolution of the receptive fields and cortical maps in auditory, visual and somatosensory systems of vertebrates within time intervals ranging from milliseconds to seconds is now an undoubtedly ascertained fact [11, 14, 15, 22] . The most remarkable property of ecologically relevant sensory flows is their varied time structure. It is linked with environment changes or with movements proper to sensory organs, such as saccadic eye movements, scanning antennae movements in crustacean and insects, or vibrissae in rats. Probably, characteristics of receptive fields and sensory maps interpret stimuli changing with time by means of inner neuronal activity modulation. The advantage of time factor "when" over "what" suggests, that this advantage can reflect a basic principle underlying the sensory system structure [1] .
The description of possible ways of external stimuli features dynamical representation in the neuronal network activity, the recognition of corresponding spatio-temporal patterns and their memorizing has in recent years become one of the most actual problems in modern neuroscience. In a number of studies suppositions have been made concerning the activation of specific ensembles of interneurons, since the spike patterns of these neurons were synchronized with coherent network oscillations [16] . Considering dynamic process of formation of coherent neuron ensembles, we may suppose it to reflect continuous recognition of the known stimuli among numerous noises and their more precise representation. Well-known theoretical statements underlie the neurodynamic approach towards perceptual and cognitive brain function study that we have been working out in recent years: vast variety of non-linear neuron interactions at different stages of processing is a consequence of inhibitory processes.
Traditionally it was supposed that inhibitory interneurons in the cortex provide stability for main cell populations through direct and recurring inhibition [17] . They were thought to have limited systems of axonal collaterals therefore the term "local scheme interneurons" was often used. However, in 1995 for the first time Buzsaki and Chrobak made a supposition that GABAergic neuronal "supernetworks" may co-operatively entrain large populations of pyramidal cells throughout the forebrain [2] . The main idea is that interneuron networks impose oscillating synaptic inputs on to the basic (pyramidal) cells. In such combined interneuron-pyramidal cellular systems, interneuron networks provide exact timing of the action potentials of basic cells and information is contained in temporary consequences of their spikes. Authors think oscillating inhibitory networks can provide exact time structure that is necessary to neuron ensembles carrying out such specific functions as sensory "gluing together" and memory formation. McBain et al, have made similar suggestions [13] . They suppose that GABAergic inhibitory interneurons play the main role in neuronal activity synchronization and are involved into generation of large-scale network oscillations.
In rat hippocampal cortex, neurons are involved in various oscillations and discrete population bursts, including rhythms within frequency ranges θ (5-10Hz) and γ (40-100Hz). Csicsvari et al. has proposed an interesting hypothesis: oscillating inhibitory networks can provide cyclic time windows for separate cells in order to suppress or facilitate their synaptic inputs in a coordinated manner [3] . Such periodic excitability changes in cortical pyramidal cells can serve as such basis for temporary information encoding that was earlier discussed by Buzsaki and Chrobak [2] . It is necessary to add to neurobiological observations mentioned above that the results of our simulative studies also confirm this conclusion.
What is the sense of processing of dynamic sequences of event signals in the brain? This strategy involves the initial decomposition of complex dynamic signals to simple components at the periphery of the nervous system and formation of temporarily ordered sequences of events and their associative remembering in the long-term memory at the following high-level stages. The principal peculiarity of such strategy is its specific temporal organization leading to shorter time scale of the coding representations. The reason of the temporal compression is that biophysical mechanisms of synaptic modifications (plasticity) as a basis of long-term memory work in the narrow (millisecond) time intervals. Thus, the final aim of processing of signals in the brain is their transformation into the form adapting to associative remembering.
The next important peculiarity of encoding spatial events is their temporal order. Here we show that the ordered representations of the sensory events may due to impact of a certain set of relative amplitudes (intensities) characterizing the given even on endogenous brain rhythms. For example, a complex sound signal such as animal or men vocalization or music consists of a number of ordered frequency components. The hearing system is organized in such manner that this complex sequence of events is decomposed by the set of components with proper amplitude and temporal characteristics and their transfer to central structures of audio processing according their tonotopic organization.
Generally, the problem of serial order in behavior is universal. As pointed out by Lashley, serial order is fundamental to all forms of skilled action, from speech to typing to reaching and grasping [12] . Speech is a prime example of elements organized serially at different levels: phonemes are uttered serially to make a syllable, syllables are strung serially to complete a word, words are emitted serially to make a sentence, etc. In other motor actions, simple movements are emitted serially to execute an integrated sequence (e.g., to reach for, grasp, and bring a cup to the mouth), a series of such sequences is performed to complete a task (e.g., get dressed), etc. In addition, arbitrary sequences can be learned and executed at ease. One common element in all these examples is the serially ordered nesting of lower-order units of action (e.g., phonemes, simple movements) within higher-order units (e.g., syllables, integrated motor sequences such as drawing a shape).
The spatial behavior of higher organisms and their navigation capabilities are controlled by the distributed control system. The most important component of that system is the entorhinal-hippocampal brain system. Last discoveries of specializing cells («grid cells», «place cells», «head direction cells», «time cells») in this system grow up the numerous of theoretical and experimental studies. The wide interest to biological navigation problems closely related with the application aims as well as with an attempts to solve basic cognitive task such as episodic memory, encoding and memorizing of navigation pathways and many others. The conceptual model and computer simulations results of trajectory integration of space moving in free-scalable nonlinear oscillator neural networks with even cyclic inhibition (ECI-networks) [19] [20] [21] are discussed in this paper.
Methods
Mathematical model for the ECI-network. First, for more than ten years we have been studying the dynamics of a special class of scale-free neural networks, namely even cyclic inhibitory networks (ECI-networks). The architecture of the latter is rather simple: they look like two-dimensional lattices of square cells with the relaxation oscillators located in nodes. The peculiarity of such networks lies in reciprocal and exclusively inhibitory links between the nodes. Moreover, the relaxation oscillators themselves are pairs of neurons (modules) with reciprocal inhibition. However, there exists a drastic difference in the inhibitory links strength: the horizontal links are weak while the vertical intramodule ones are strong. Besides, the inhibitory interactions have different time characteristics: fast (similar to GABA(A)) and slow (similar to GABA(B)) inhibition are both used in the network structure. Despite rather simple structure, which is recurrent and symmetrical, these ECI-networks turned out to possess various nonlinear dynamic behaviour: phase transitions, attractors (limit cycles), regularized (order) and chaotic modes [18] . High sensitivity to weak impacts and the ability to synchronize with a zero phase shift, i.e. the ability of coherent activity have drawn our attention to these networks as they are possible perception, attention and dynamic memory models. These networks proved to be a convenient tool to explore the mechanisms of temporal sensory features coding. a) b) Fig.1 . The spatial organization of multilayered networks of nonlinear oscillators with even cyclic inhibition. Any contour of a network contains even number of inhivitory connections therefore these networks we called even cyclic inhifitory networks (ECI-networks). Black circles designated the oscillatory modules forming reference systems in each layer, light -information modules on which external exciting entrances arrive. In each layer from top to down the quantity of neurons progressively decreases. Generation frequency a theta rhythm also progressively decreases from superficial to deeper layers of a network. Such recurrent networks are the network with positive feedback contours. a) The black circles denoted oscillatory modules of the referent system («time cells») and the light circles -information oscillatory modules. Oscillatory module of the ECI-network is shown on b). The reactions of individual module neuron turning on stepped input are shown within circles.
Mathematical description of the ECI-networks represented by the following system of differential equations (1) , and the network oscillatory node -system of differential equations (2) . Reciprocal inhibition of the adaptive analog neuron and the conditional oscillatory neuron (Fig.1b) , due to the application of asymmetric parameters and a constant, but different excitatory synaptic drive, demonstrated a capability to switch between continuous activity and the burst one under the impact of the external inputs.
The system of differential equations ECI-networks oscillatory node is: 
Phase curves and spatial trajectories plotting algorithms.
Everywhere on the schedules of curve phase answers given below there is a giving of the same pulse signal (amplitude 1х10 -5 and duration of 5 conventional units we say lies) corresponding to a nonspecific signal of constant speed of movement. The current value of membrane potential of x i (t) in a theta cycle is defined. The constant step of input influence (speed signals) is noted on graphics by vertical lines ( fig.6 ). According to the current values of membrane potential the oscillatory neurons change their theta frequency. The time interval (phase shift) between a high-frequency pack of a reference oscillator and the corresponding pack of information oscillator is defined by algorithm. In the following the theta cycle everything repeats. As a result we receive phase shifts of each information oscillator on constant increments of signals of speed, i.e. an integrated curve.
In fig. 2 , conditional curves of phase answers of an ECI network at the left are presented. We will remind, curves of phase answers of network information units of a turn out a linear summation of pieces connecting the next points divided by a certain number a theta cycles during which there is an integration of transmitting and angular speed of turns of the head of the navigator. We will accept now the following designations: NN(n) -a phase of neuron of NN in n point in shares from the T theta cycle; R (n), F(n) -a trajectory point in polar coordinates (radius, a corner). Radius is counted in absolute units of values of a contextual entrance. Then for each point of a trajectory we will define F as follows: F (n) = ((11(n) +13(n))/2 -(15(n) +17(n))/2) х 3.14 If to be limited to only five points, R (n) = 0.2 x n. We build a trajectory (calculations approximate): R (0) = 0; F (0) = it isn't defined (therefore we place the beginning in any point);
Integration of a spatial trajectory of movement in an ECI network happens along the direction of movement of the virtual navigator which is modelled by temporary order of receipt of patterns of event signals on entrances of information units of a network. Such approach is justified by that the neural ECI network, thanks to the symmetric bilateral organization can be attached to "the body scheme" an organism navigator. In particular, the scheme of the structural organization of a neural network can be connected with a body of the navigator rigidly. Then, in particular, in this system of reference character the right-hand cluster of cages of the scheme of a network ( fig. 1 , the painted-over cages) will Theta-cyrcle correspond to the right side of a body, and a cluster of the cages located to the left of the same axis of symmetry of a network -the left side of a body.
To receive a complete idea of possibility of a neural network to integrate movement in any direction, namely, in the front direction (directly forward), to the right, i.e. clockwise, or to the left, i.e. counterclockwise, some series of computing experiments were carried out. In each series the consecutive order of activation of the network clusters with primary activity along a certain direction, i.e. on clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) was set. In movement with the transmitting (linear) speed which is set by a contextual entrance of all information osсillator of a network, direсtional clusters of cages received sequences of event patterns of signals of the CW or CCW directions owing to what there was a modulation by the corresponding direction of movement. Such modulation was mediated by gradient signal patterns of the turns angular speed, arriving on an entrance of information osсillator in the following a theta cycle behind a signal of the general transmitting speed.
To receive a complete idea of possibility of a neural network to integrate movement in any direction, namely, in the front direction (directly forward), to the right, i.e. clockwise, or to the left, i.e. counterclockwise, some series of computing experiments were carried out. In each series the consecutive order of activation of the corresponding clusters of a network with primary activity along a certain direction, i.e. on CW or CCW was set. In modeling movement with the transmitting (linear) speed which is set by a contextual entrance of all information osсillator, directional clusters of cells cages received sequences of event signal patterns of the CW or CCW owing to what there was a modulation by the corresponding direction of movement. Such modulation was mediated by patterns of gradient signals of angular speed of the turns, arriving on an entrance of information oscillator in the following a theta cycle behind a signal of the general transmitting speed.
Results
Phase (time) event encoding in ECI-networks. In the most general sense the idea of time coding in networks made up of oscillatory units can be presented as follows. Suppose, some part of oscillatory nodes within ECI-network is put into the coherent state, i.e. synchronized with a zero relative phase shift. This sub-population makes up a referent time readings system (the phase zero) that also can be called non-specific and generates those time readings with definite frequency. Let another part of the network be called informational. Imagine that the latter sub-population has different phase shifts relative to the referent sub-population mentioned above in accordance with the input signals. Conventionally, all the ECI-network oscillatory units can be divided into even and odd ones, which are staggered (Fig.1) . Let the group of odd neurons play the role of non-specific referent time readings system while the group of even neurons is the carrier of information that is being coded. With different phases and combinations, signals of variable intensity (amplitude) and duration can be delivered to the inputs of the population of informational network nodes so that at their output the spatiotemporal pattern will be formed in accordance with the signals. Thus, the pattern is synchronized activity of groups or single neurons that are found in certain phase (time) relations with each other and with the referent system. What are the computational peculiarities of ECI-networks? First, ECI-networks are multistable due to their specific recurrent architecture (positive feedbacks). For the same reason, once detecting a coherent image in an external stimulus, the network retains it until the next stimulus comes. Second, the two-frequency mode of bursting activity provides ECI-networks with possibility to modulate theta-rhythm by the external inputs without changing of its parameters. Therefore, the network maintains the high capability to independently represent characteristics of the external signals. Third, non-linear behavior of such networks provides compression of temporal representation of sensory events. Its scale corresponds to biophysical mechanism of synaptic plasticity. Forth, the network orders information units that represent the amplitude set of a given sensory event.
Sequenced compressed temporal event representation in the endogenous theta-gamma activity of ECI-network. Depending on the external stimuli parameters, in the burst (spindle-like) activity generation mode continuous and stable representation of these stimuli can be obtained in the form of phase relations between the rhythmic bursts of two oscillatory populations (referent and informational). The phase relation dependencies of these ECI-network populations on amplitude, duration of stimulating and stimulus onset/offset time at the input of informational nodes were studied. The depolarizing stimulus onset leads to the short-term modulation of the own frequency of the network tuning, i.e. to the increase of frequency of the informational unit oscillatory bursts generation. It should be noted that frequency modulation could occur because of two factors: "condensation" of initial system tuning frequency bursts and new bursts appearance in the time interval of external stimulation. In this process the burst rise threshold of informational oscillators is variable, dynamic. Its magnitude depends substantially on stimulation time parameters, namely on duration and on the moments of stimulus onset and offset relative to the referent system. In case when the initial tuning frequency modulation (i.e. the induced generation frequency) does not get out of some permissible range, the informational bursts occupy the corresponding phase "positions" in the time cycle after the impact off-set. In case of intensive stimulations the frequency increase can be considerable, therefore it may lead to desynchronization. The referent time readings system will be destroyed with the network switching over to the chaotic mode.
The maximal sensitivity of information units is close to expected time of appearance of the next burst in the cycle. This is related to latent periodic waves of inhibition-desinhibition in the bursting cycle of oscillatory modules. The bigger amplitudes of the input signals faster overcome inhibition and induce oscillatory bursts. Bursts induced by external stimulation arise independently on regime of stimulation of the given oscillatory unit in the zone with the lowest threshold: continuous or pulsed. The reason of this is that the position of the last burst in the cycle is remembered and generation of the following burst again depends on the desinhibition wave and on the amplitude of the nest stimulus. Such mechanism of generation of high-amplitude bursts occurs at high intensities of pulse inputs. It is illustrated in Fig.3 . The consequence of synchronous arrival of short-term pulse signals with various amplitudes on information units of the ensemble is instantaneous phase-locked gamma-bursts with different amplitudes in the same theta-cycle (Fig.4) . The network multistability desynchronizes theta-rhythm and induces new phase lock in the next theta-cycle. It is clear that such transformation of signal amplitude to temporal sequence is the population phase code, which is formed for the given event in the whole ensemble of information units. Fig.4 . Fragment of the osсillatory activity caused by simultaneous stimulation of all information network inputs by pulses various amplitude signals in 49-modules ECI-network. The stimulus allocated in drawing causes phase development in the subsequent theta-cycles. Three consecutive cycles of theta-rhythms are shown. The upper track: the referent theta-rhythm, the following ones -activities of information modules. After synchronization of all neurons the simultaneous pulse inputs applied to information modules (insertion) induces gamma-bursts with different amplitudes in the same theta-cycle. Phase representation of the amplitude set occurs in the following three theta-cycle. After that, the network is synchronized again by the common pulse impact. Abscissa -non-dimensional time.
An example of a short-term event encoded by an ensemble consisting from 24 information units in 49-module ECI network is shown in Fig.4 . Impact of the pulse signal set arriving to inputs of the network information modules. This event develops in time and every network information module is appropriately positioned in the next theta-cycle. Phase representations of the set of amplitudes of the given event at zero or small values of contextual inputs (the phase curves shown in Fig.5 ) are varied in a wide range, in which bigger amplitudes correspond to larger phase shifts along the time (vertical) axis. Different picture is characteristic for bigger values of contextual stimulation. In fact, the phase representation of a given input pattern widely varies at small normalized input contextual signals but it is rather compressed at the maximal signals. Despite the fusion of the phase curves in a single curve in the right part of the graphs seen in Fig.3 , larger resolution reveals small phase divergence of these curves. Moreover, the temporal sequence of phase curves observed at big values of the contextual input is opposite as compare with the order appearing at smaller values: bigger amplitudes get earlier phase representations in the theta-rhythm. In other words, every sensory event represented by a set of pulses with different amplitudes induces unique temporal dynamics, i.e. ordered and condensed sequence of events. Following this ideology, every complicated signal may be represented as an ordered sequence of events (episodes) in the micro-temporal scale.
Therefore, the result of the temporal representation of this event is the ordered compressed phase code of amplitude set in theta-cycle. The coding of input signals in the selected range of the theta-cycle is used for formation of such phase representation because of non-linearity of the phase coding during this theta-cycle. This representation displays a wide spectrum of input amplitudes as a narrow set of relative phase shifts. It is the state of compressed time representation (micro-time scale). From neurobiological point of view such change of the scaling is necessary for memory formation. This follows from the fact that biophysical mechanisms of memory work in the millisecond scale. Hence, sensory transduction is based on temporal transformation (scaling) of signals from the scale of psychophysical perception to the biophysical memory scale. In conclusion, the ensemble (population) code of sensory events is the ordered compressed phase representation of amplitude set in theta-cycle. As an example of such event coding may serve complex signal population (ensemble) encoding in ECI-network [21] .
Phase and spatial representations of episodes consists from two single patterns of CCW-and CW-signals. One of the main objectives of the subsequent series of computing experiments was research of ability of a network to integrate spatial movements in any direction, using sequences of event patterns of entrance signals. It demanded studying of a role of temporary characteristics of patterns of the entrance signals arriving on directional sensitive entrances of information units, in definition of the phase relations between event patterns of the same and various orientation, research of interaction egocentrically and the allocentrically representations in inspection of a spatial environment, at last, a choice of model of spatial representations of the integrated trajectory and the relevant system of coordinates. Besides, a necessary condition of formation of egocentric representations of the virtual navigator is its definition front (frontal), and also the right and left parties (connected with "the body scheme") as they define the relevant coordinate system and its orientation in allocentrically system of coordinates.
In the beginning we will consider phase and spatial representations of simple two-event episodes of a look { 0.0036↑CCW [T] 0.0038↓CW }, single entrance CCW-made of patterns and the CW signals following with various times among themselves: in the first case the time interval equaled T=80, and in the second -T=100 c.u. of time. In fig. 5 , in the left column families of curve phase answers of clusters of cages with primary sensitivity to turns against CCW and on CW are shown to an arrow, in the right column spatial trajectories of an episode in polar coordinates are presented. Apparently in this drawing, clusters of cages with specific primary sensitivity have independent families of curve phase answers, and occupy various temporary windows in reference a theta cycle. Besides, in spite of the fact that the pattern of CW signals in an episode arrives on network entrances later, than a pattern of CCW signals, its phase curves the theta cycle, than the first arrived pattern of CCW signals occupy earlier temporary window in reference. Amplitude of the 2nd pattern of CW signals is very small in this connection, the relevant family of curve phase answers settles down in summary form near there began a theta cycle. On the right the squeezed phase representation of sequence of two patterns of this episode is above shown: CCW (below) and CW (above). Phase representations in the right part of schedules changed a time sequence of events in reference, allocated with horizontal green lines, a theta cycle. Thus, the given experiments show that intervene time intervals have strong impact on phase and spatial representations of an episode are shown by small black circles.
Influence of speed translational movement on phase and spatial representations. As our model is conceptual, it has to predict the found regularities in the wide range of entrance variables. Such very important variable is the contextual entrance of the translational speed which absolute values in actual practice can change in very wide limits.
We consider here phase and spatial representations of a network in reply to very small differential increments (as a rule, equal 1х10 -5 or 2х10 -5 ) a contextual input in the various ranges of sizes. Computing experiments show that is valid, the general view of phase curves and spatial trajectories remains in the wide range of values of these inputs, rated on unit. We investigated experimentally influences of ranges of sizes of a contextual inputs (translational speed), differing almost on two orders, thus nature of phase and spatial representations of various episodes changed slightly. In fig.7 The neural network determines position of the navigator by a difference in an exit of two cell populations with primary sensitivity to turns by CW and CCW therefore entrances of equal size of translational speed on all information units don't lead to change in the movement direction. However, opposite directed changes in entrances to these two populations about the level determined by a contextual entrance, lead to the integrated answer in this or that direction. So, population of cells which receives the increased external entrance, shows ascending character of the corresponding phase curves whereas antagonistic population shows a descending bias ( fig. 7 a,b,c) . Thus, the balance between two integrated exists, represents difference integral between the teams received by any population.
As we already noted earlier, the contextual entrance of translation speed is the general for two clusters of direction sensitive cells. The integrated answer of a network defines the frontal direction of a body of the navigator in east direction. External directional CW-or CCW-signals, can have different amplitudes or the time interval intervene because unbalanced phase shifts of contradictory neural populations in time. It is interesting that such antagonism is analog and occurs in the conditions of activity of both clusters of cages, instead of full switching off of one of them. Such phase divergention of two neural populations as a result of temporary integration leads to a categorical choice -azimuthally turn of a frontal axis of a body on or counterclockwise in polar coordinates ( fig. 3a-d , on the right). The described scenario has to be typical for neural integrator networks where two contradictory cell populations are responsible for integration of input pulse signals of an opposite orientation.
The last time intervals have the strongest impact on phase and spatial episode representations in an ECI-network. Earlier we already showed on the example of simple sequence of two single CCW-and CW-signals ( fig. 6 ) that phase representations and final sites of spatial trajectories of an episode depend on a temporary factor -an interevent interval between receipts of these signals on network entrances. However, as it will be shown further, the last time interval of this or that episode has the strongest impact on these representations. Let's in passing notice, relative amplitudes of signals of both directions influence the specified representations a little and define only starting conditions of integration of a spatial trajectory of an episode. In all cases the step of an increment of amplitude makes 1х10 -5 . To this step there correspond vertical strips on all schedules of phase curve and red tags on spatial curves on the right. Private values of a time interval and amplitudes of a contextual input at which these fragments of oscillograms are received, are specified under the corresponding schedules.
In figures 8 influence of the last time interval on nature of phase and spatial representations of the difficult episodes made of sequences of signals of both directions is shown. The given series of computing experiments testify to some important regularity of neuron network dynamics. First, phase curves of two cell populations with opposite spatial preferences (CW and CCW) have independent ideas in a theta cycle and occupy various temporary windows. In the latter case it seems surprising that, even keeping invariable a time interval between sequences of patterns of CW-and CCW-signals, change of the last time interval has the strongest impact on phase and spatial representations of episodes as a whole. Let's emphasize that in these series we showed only extreme shifts of final sites of spatial trajectories in the northern and southern directions (the right columns in both drawings), and also relative phase shifts corresponding to them in reference a theta cycle of CCW cell clusters (the left columns). Both types of shifts can be continuously presented to realities by small changes of values of the last time interval in episodes. In the left column of drawing on an and it is visible that at great values of a contextual entrance the relative time order of the squeezed phase representations of ensembles can be reversed from direct, corresponding to an order of initial event sequence on a) to completely reverse temporary order of sequences on c). The right column of spatial trajectories of episodes completely confirms these results. In each case in signatures under drawings it is specified the last intervene time interval in both CW and CCW sequences. Yellow color here and in the previous drawing emphasized an invariance in both series of experiments of intervene time intervals, at the same time turquoise color showed changing values of the last time interval which has the strongest impact on phase and spatial representations of episodes.
Secondly, various intervals of a contextual entrance emphasize competitive and cooperative interactions of CW-and CCW cell clusters, pointing to various stages of temporary process signals processing in neuron network dynamics. Thirdly, our experiments show not only a well-known neurodynamical phenomenon of a phase precession. As an animal enters a «place field» of a given cell, the first spikes occur late in the theta cycle. When the animal leaves the field, they occur near the beginning of the cycle, i.e. activity of grid cells is displaced to earlier phases a theta cycle in local field potential [14] . We demonstrated also forward sweeps of a spatial trajectory, i.e. more complex phenomenon of dynamic weighing of opposite phase shifts of activity of entorhinal conjunctive cells by hippocampal place cells.
Discussion
Now the phenomenon called "sharp-wave-ripple" (SWR) in hippocampal local field potential is rather well studied. As a rule, these SWR events associate with the replay trajectory episodes not only in direct, but also a reverse temporary order [4, 7] . It is shown that trajectory episodes are functionally similar to the SWR associated events and are repeating episode sequences (replay) [5, 6, 9, 10] . At the same time registered cell place populations in these repetitions show reactivation of temporary sequences, reflecting previous behavioral trajectories.
We believe that generation of SWR is reading of coded earlier temporary sequences of signals in hippocampus. This decoding kept before memory of an episode happens in the course of spatial movement. In our computing experiments record of an episode in the form of temporary sequence pattern signals causes phase development of events, like SWR ( fig. 4) . Moreover, we showed that sequences of signals of an episode like SWR cause direct and return replay of an trajectory episode ( fig. 8) . The factor defining the replay directions, the last time intervals of event sequences are. Three couples episodes presented in fig. 8a, b ; 8c, d and 8e, f differ values of the last time intervals. Each of these couples shows shift of the direction of final sites of spatial trajectories of rather horizontal axis. These spatial shifts of trajectories in the northern or southern directions are a consequence of change of relative times (phases) in a theta cycle (we will remind that the beginning and the end a theta cycle on schedules of phase curves is noted by green horizontal lines). In spite of the fact that in these episodes (see signatures under drawings) the first always were sequences of CW signals, the relative provision of synchronized phase curves in a theta cycle at great values of translational speed changes depending on the last time interval in an episode.
The physical sense of change of other time intervals in each of the presented couples of episodes consisted in consolidation of the signals getting in separate theta cycle. So, in the experiments shown in figures 8a, 8c and 8e on entrances of a network in a theta cycle got only on one gradient sequence of signals, and in fig.  8b , 8d and 8f -on two. And, as it was possible to notice time intervals are multiple duration a theta cycle which made ~ 97 c.u. of time. Respectively, the temporary sequence of events of all episodes was reduced. The end result of such manipulation, however, remained same, as in the first episode of each couple of experiments that emphasizes periodic character of a considered phase-frequency way of events encoding.
At last, we will note that the choice of the direction of a finishing trajectory is in dependence from a "mental" antagonism of two tendencies that is well illustrated by forward sweeps of spatial trajectories in both parties. Thus, process of a choice (decision-making) is defined not only integration of patterns of entrance signals, but also integration of time intervals, among which last interval in sequence -solving in this choice. Let's add also that reactivation of the long repeating trajectory episodes found in animals [8] it is probable, it is connected with need of training and future mental planning of trajectories of movement to the purpose.
